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0.00% Alcohol,
but Delicious
It uses grape juice fermented via a unique
method that doesn't generate alcohol.
It is a non-alcoholic sparkling wine with
a genuine flavor the likes of which have
never existed.

Celeble

Non-alcoholic Sparkling Wine
White / Rosé

Product summary
Product
•Celeble Non-alcoholic Sparkling
name
•Celeble Non-alcoholic Sparkling Rosé
Product

Carbonated drink

Ingredients •[Celeble] Fermented grape juice,
Black tea extract, Flavoring
•[Celeble Rosé] Fermented grape
juice, Cassis extract, Flavoring
Container
Glass bottle
Volume
355ml
Best when used within 1 year (listed on label)
Price
Open price

Product specifications
Single product size 66×255mm (diameter×height)
Single product weight 760g
Packaging 12 bottles Cardboard
Case size
295×225×265mm (length×width×height)
Case weight 10kg
Product code
•[Celeble]
4571338400023
JAN Code
•[Celeble Rosé] 4571338400030
ITF Code

•[Celeble]
14571338400020
•[Celeble Rosé] 14571338400037

(Inquiries)

Tombow Beverage Co. Ltd.

355ml
Storage method
•Keep away from direct sunlight and high
temperatures.
•The fruit juice components may settle or the
liquid may become darker, but the product
quality is unaffected.
•The liquid may expand and cause the
container to explode, so please do not freeze
or warm while still in the bottle.
•Chill well, and consume soon after opening.
This is not alcohol (Alcohol content 0.00%)

1-6-34 Shimoakaemachi, Toyama-City,
Toyama-Prefecture, 930-0813, Japan
E-mail : overseas@tombow-b.jp

NOT THE SAME

AS EXISTING NON-ALCOHOLIC WINES

TASTE OF THE REAL THING WITH 0.00% ALCOHOL
Until now, wine-flavored drinks generally were dealcoholized (had the
alcohol removed from the wine) and maintained a small amount of
alcohol content, or were created using non-fermenting fruit juices that did
not generate alcohol.
However, "Celeble" uses fermented grape juice via a unique production
process which doesn't generate alcohol. It expresses the acidity and
richness unique to wine that can only be obtained by fermenting fruit
juice.
It is an alcohol-free drink that offers peace of mind to designated drivers
and pregnant women while maintaining its great taste.

THOUGHTS REGARDING THE PRODUCT NAME
"Celeble" was coined from "Celebrate".
As a drink to add something fancy to the dinner table on
anniversaries or special occasions, or as a reward at the end of a
hard day, we hope that you will drink it in many different
"celebratory" situations.
On the label, we emphasized "Alc. 0.00%" to make it clear at a
glance that it is not alcohol. We designed a label that expresses
the effervescence and sparkle of the carbonation.

RECOMMENDED FOR THESE KINDS OF PEOPLE
Because it's a non-alcoholic sparkling wine with 0.00% alcohol, you
can drink it with peace of mind.
who cannot drink alcohol because they will be driving
● Those who cannot drink alcohol much because they don't like it
● Those refraining from drinking wine during their pregnancy
● Those

Celeble

White / Rosé
Non-alcoholic Sparkling Wine
This is not alcohol (0.00% alcohol)

